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INSTALLATION

WARNING!

1.Treat the firearm as if it is loaded at all times. Keep the muzzle 
pointed in a safe direction. Confirm the firearm is unloaded.

2. Reference the NSSF rules of firearms safety at https://www.nssf.org
3. Remove the existing handguard using the instructions in the Desert 

Tech MDR/MDRX owners manual.
4. Install the BLK LBL MDRX Handguard on the MDR/MDRX rifle by 

sliding it over the barrel assembly, Desert Tech Logo end first, with 
the top rail at the 12 o’clock position

5. Push the captured handguard take down pin through from the left 
side to the right side of the MDR/MDRX receiver until it snaps in 
position, flush on each side.

6. Tighten the handguard retention screws with a torque wrench using 
a T25 driver to 30 in/lb.

LIFETIME WARRANTY

We want our customers to be happy so our lifetime warranty is simple; 
if your BLK LBL handguard is defective or ever fails due to quality 
or workmanship just return it to us and we will fix it or replace it. 
Obviously we cannot cover negligent or abusive use of our product, 
but if you happen to drive over it with your truck or drop it off a cliff, 
send it to us and we will do our best to fix it for a reasonable cost. Our 
warranty, of course, only covers the BLK LBL handguard and not any 
accessories mounted to it nor the firearm to which it is mounted.

Please direct all warranty claims to info@blklblbipod.com

blklblbipod.com



Major Parts (Replacable) 

 1.   Handguard
 2.   Connection Nut
 3.   C-clip
 4.   Takedown Pin
 5.   Assembly Screw
 6.   Washer
 7.   Main Connection Screw

MAINTENANCE 

Built with anodized and nitrided parts, the BLK LBL handguard can 
withstand most environmental conditions. However only proper care 
can keep your handguard in good operating condition and maintain 
it’s appearance. 

PROTECTION

CLEANING
Clean as you would your rifle. Never use corrosive cleaning 
products as these can severely damage the aluminum. 
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SPECIFICATIONS

Welcome to the BLK LBL crew and congratulations on your 
purchase of the best handguard solution for the Desert Tech MDRX.

Technical Specifications

Weight:

Width: 49mm / 1.9in 

Height: 73mm / 2.9 in

242g / 8.5oz

344g / 12.1oz

227mm / 9.0in

330mm / 13.0in

9in

13in

Length:
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